
Many people have trouble spelling some or all the 
words in the following box. Say each word. Study 

the letters very carefully. 

definitely   pneumonia   necessary   omit   Saturday 
tomorrow    unusual     satisfactory    occur   believe 

argument    achieve     thorough     thermometer 
government               embarrass 

embarass 
acheive 
arguement 
unusal 
satisfactry 
tommorow 
neccessary 
definitly 

thermomiter 
thorogh 
beleive 
ocur 
satureday 
neumonia 
ommit 
goverment 

____________
____________
____________
____________
____________
____________
____________
____________ 

____________
____________
____________
____________
____________
____________
____________
____________ 

Circle the errors and write each word correctly. 

Spell each word to yourself and write it on a line 
below. 

_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________ 



embrrass 
achieve 
argument 
unusual 
satisfactory 
tommorrow 
necessary 
definitely 

thermometer 
thorough 
believe 
occurr 
Saturday 
pneumonia 
omit 
government 

Circle the errors and write each word correctly. 



The missing letters in each word will help you focus 
on the problem parts of these troublemakers. 
Write the missing letters. Then write the word. 

defin__t__ly 
o__i__ 
to__o__ __ow 
__n__s__al 
o__ __ur 
arg__ __ent 
th__r__ __gh 
gover__ment 
ne__e__ __ary 
__ne__monia 
Sat__ __day 
satisfact__ry 
bel__ __ve 
ach__ __ve 
ther__ __meter 
emba__ __a__ __ 

_____________________
_____________________
_____________________
_____________________
_____________________
_____________________
_____________________
_____________________
_____________________
_____________________
_____________________
_____________________
_____________________
_____________________
_____________________
_____________________ 

definitely   pneumonia   necessary   omit   Saturday 
tomorrow    unusual     satisfactory    occur   believe 

argument    achieve     thorough     thermometer 
government               embarrass 



The missing letters in each word will help you focus 
on the problem parts of these troublemakers. 
Write the missing letters. Then write the word. 

definitely 
omit 
tomorrow 
unusual 
occur 
argument 
thorough 
government 
necessary 
pneumonia 
Saturday 
satisfactory 
believe 
achieve 
thermometer 
embarrass 



• The word definite adds –ly without dropping the     
final e.  

• There is a silent p in pneumonia.  
• There is only one of each letter in omit.  
• Two c´s are unnecessary in necessary.  
• Tomorrow has one m, two r´s and three o´s. 
• There is no e in Saturday. 
• The word factory is in satisfactory. 
• There are two c´s in occur. There is only one r in   

occur. 
• In achieve and believe, i comes before e. 
• There is an n before ment in government.                   

It is  govern + ment. 
• There is a pair of r´s and a pair of s´s in  
 embarrass. 

definitely   pneumonia   necessary   omit   Saturday 
tomorrow    unusual     satisfactory    occur   believe 

argument    achieve     thorough     thermometer 
government               embarrass 


